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This paper presents and evaluates a novel SAR ambiguity function for traffic monitoring. The novelty consists in introducing the
capability to discriminate targets moving in a predefined direction of interest, reducing the contribution of traffic moving in unde-
sired directions. Experimental results show that the modified SAR ambiguity function provides better results than the traditional
methodology and may, therefore, be useful for civil traffic monitoring using single-channel synthetic aperture radar data.

1. Introduction

Many recent publications address the problem of civil traffic
monitoring using spaceborne and airborne Synthetic Aper-
ture Radar (SAR) [1–8]. The main reasons for this growing
attention are its all weather capability and large spatial
coverage, which contrasts with those of conventional traffic
monitoring sensors. The main conventional traffic sensors
are stationary, using inductive or optical technologies.
Although these kind of sensors are able to provide permanent
coverage of the traffic situation, they can only perform local
measurements. Moreover, in the case of the optical systems,
they depend heavily on the sight conditions. A space-borne
or airborne SAR system contrasts with the conventional
ones, being able to cover large areas in short time obtaining
data independently of the weather conditions. However,
this kind of system presents, typically, low repetition rates
and, in the case of spaceborne platforms, small flexibility.
Therefore, although one cannot consider a SAR-based traffic
monitoring system as a true alternative to the conventional
systems, it may be regarded as a complementary source of
information. There are already some solutions [5–8] that
illustrate the capabilities of such systems.

Although many strategies for moving target indication
(MTI) and velocity estimation have recently been published,
such as [1, 3, 4, 8–13], none of them has the built in capability

to discriminate between targets with different directions.
This discrimination capability may be a very important goal
in traffic monitoring since the roads of interest (with known
angles) have, typically, many roads nearby with different
directions. These nearby roads may carry traffic that, other-
wise, will be detected and may corrupt the estimation of the
traffic parameters for the roads of interest.

Some modern SAR-based traffic processors, such as those
described in [6–8], already use a priori information about the
road network to perform traffic extraction. This information
is mainly used to derive the image areas where, due to the
displacement effect, the moving vehicles images are expected
to appear. The distance of the detected objects to the road
axes is also used to estimate the velocity based on the azimuth
displacement effect.

Some ambiguities can, however, still arise if the area
of interest has a dense road network. In this situation, the
SAR ambiguity function proposed in this paper may prove
useful since it is able to filter out the vehicles that are
not moving in the roads under study. This will reduce the
computational requirements of the overall system since there
will be a smaller number of targets to process and to perform
consistency checks.

This paper, which further elaborates on [14], presents a
novel SAR ambiguity function, which is direction selective
and is herein designated as Directional Moving Target
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Indication (DMTI). The proposed DMTI is an elaborated
version of the SAR ambiguity function proposed in [15,
Chapter 6.7], which is not direction selective. The obtained
results show that the resulting algorithm is highly selective,
having the capability to detect and estimate the velocity of
targets traveling in a certain predefined direction, reducing
the contribution from undesired moving objects in the target
region. Moreover, under the same conditions, the developed
methodology is able to obtain more accurate results than the
classical one.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the
basic theory behind the classical SAR ambiguity function.
Section 3 presents the modifications necessary in order to
make it selective with respect to a predefined direction of
interest. Section 4 illustrates the effectiveness of the resulting
DMTI using simulated and real data. Section 5 draws the
conclusions.

2. Classical Approach

This section starts by establishing the notation and termi-
nology. The classical approach for moving target indication
(MTI) is reviewed. It is shown that the MTI can be achieved
by a phase compensation of the received echo, which depends
simultaneously on both velocity components of a moving
target.

The considered scenario is presented in Figure 1, where,
for simplicity, a single moving target is present. The moving
target has coordinates (xm, ym) when the platform is at
position u = 0, and velocity (vr , va) = (μV , bV) defined in
the slant plane (x, y). The platform velocity is V and (μ, b) =
(vr/V , va/V) is the target relative velocity with respect to the
radar. Terms μ and b denote the target relative slant-range
velocity and cross-range velocity, respectively.

The echoed signal in the fast-time frequency domain ω
and slow-time spatial domain u is, after pulse compression,
given by [2, 4]

Sm(ω,u) = |P(ω)|2a(ω,u) fme− j2kr(u), (1)

where

r(u) =
√
X2
m +

(
Y 2
m − αu

)2 (2)

is the distance between the target and the SAR platform,
P(ω) is the emitted pulse in the frequency domain, a denotes

the two-way antenna pattern, and α =
√
μ2 + ν2, where

ν = 1 + b. The target reflectivity fm is considered constant.
Coordinates Xm and Ym are, as shown in [2, 4], the so-
called motion transformed coordinates of the moving target
[9], [15, Chapter 6.7], which correspond to a rotated and
scaled version of coordinates (xm, ym), that is,
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Figure 1: SAR Acquisition geometry.

Approximating distance r(u) by a series expansion about
u = 0 and retaining only the terms through the quadratic
results in

r(u) ≈ rm − μxm + νym
Xm

u +

(
μ2 + ν2

)2

2Xm
u2, (4)

valid for |u| � Xm.
In the slow-time frequency domain ku, the linear term of

(4) is responsible for a Doppler-shift, whereas the quadratic
term is responsible for a Doppler-spread. If these effects are
not considered in the focusing algorithm, the resulting SAR
image shows the moving targets defocused and/or at wrong
positions, depending on the motion direction. Basically, the
Doppler-shift causes a misplacement of the moving targets in
the azimuth direction, and the Doppler-spread causes their
defocusing in the resulting image [16].

Soumekh presents in [15, Chapter 6.7] a moving target
indicator, which is mainly based on the compensation of the
quadratic phase component of (4). Since this component is
responsible for a Doppler spread in the slow-time frequency
domain, the search is done for the value of α, which maxi-
mizes the energy concentration in the slow time frequency
domain. Although the methodology is able to detect moving
targets and to estimate their α, which is related to the
target velocity magnitude, it does not have the capability to
discriminate between targets with different directions. This
limitation is due to the coupling between the two velocity
components in the quadratic phase term.

3. Proposed Approach

This section proposes a modification to the SAR ambiguity
function described in the previous section in order to make
it selective with respect to a certain direction of interest.
It is shown that the amplitude modulation term due to
the antenna pattern contains information, which can be
related to the target direction. This information is used
to filter out, in the conventional SAR ambiguity function,
the targets moving in unwanted directions. This novel SAR
ambiguity function is designated as Directional Moving
Target Indication (DMTI).

In (4), it was shown that the phase information contained
in the signal echoed by a moving target has a coupling
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between the two velocity components in the quadratic phase
term. Therefore, methodologies that use only the phase
information of the data acquired with a single-channel SAR
are not able to discriminate the moving targets direction.
This limitation is usually coined in the literature as the blind
angle ambiguity [17].

Figure 2 illustrates the aforementioned limitation using
two moving targets with different velocities and directions.
Although the velocity vectors and directions are different,
the distance of both targets with respect to the radar is
the same for each emitted pulse. Therefore, the phase term
of the echoed signal from each moving target does not
contain sufficient information regarding the velocity vector
direction.

Notice, however, that the amplitude of the received
signals |s1(u)| and |s2(u)| is a dilated and translated version
of the antenna radiation pattern amplitude. This fact is
formally demonstrated in [17], where it is shown that the
amplitude modulation term due to the antenna pattern is

A(ω, ku) ∝ g2
[

1
2ν

(
ku − 2kμ

)]
, (5)

where A(ω, ku) is the 2D Fourier transform of the amplitude
modulation term due to the antenna pattern and g is related
to the 2D Fourier transform of the electric field at the
antenna aperture. The antenna pattern is shifted and scaled
by a quantity, which is related to the range velocity and cross-
range velocity, respectively. Both terms can be related with
the target direction, as shown next, therefore removing the
blind angle ambiguity.

3.1. Directional MTI. If we consider the scenario presented
in Figure 1, where the moving target velocity magnitude is
vm and its direction is θ, the relative slant-range velocity is

μ(vm, θ) = vm
V

cos θ, (6)

and the quantity related to the cross-range velocity is

ν(vm, θ) = 1 +
vm
V

sin θ. (7)

Parameter α is thus computed by

α(vm, θ) =
√

1 +
vm
V

(
vm
V

+ 2 sin θ
)
. (8)

The Doppler spread in (4) can, therefore, be compen-
sated as function of (vm, θ) and the unwanted targets can be
filtered out, besides the static ground echoes, by using the
antenna pattern function presented in (5), as follows:

sc(ω,u, v′, θ′) = sm(ω,u)e j2kψ(u, v′, θ′)

∗ a∗(ω,u, v′, θ′),
(9)

where

ψ(u, v′, θ′) =
√
X2
c + [Yc − α(v′, θ′)u]2. (10)
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Figure 2: Two moving targets with different trajectories can induce
the same phase on the received echoes s1(u) and s2(u). However, the
amplitude information of these signals can be used to remove this
ambiguity.

The central coordinates of the region under analysis are
denoted by Xc and Yc. Parameters μ, ν, and α are computed
by (6), (7), and (8).

For a moving target with parameters (vm, θm) ≈ (v′, θ′),
the Fourier transform of (9), with respect to slow-time u, will
exhibit peaks, since the energy spread is compensated and the
signal will not be filtered out by the term due to the antenna
pattern. Therefore, the detection and estimation of moving
targets with direction θ can be accomplished, in the slow-
time frequency domain, by searching the absolute maxima
of

ξ(ω, ku, v′, θ′) = A
[
ω, ku,μ(v′, θ′), ν(v′, θ′)

]

× FT(u)

[
sm(ω,u)e j2k

√
X2
m+[Ym−α(v′,θ′)u]2

]
,

(11)

for a fixed ω and a range of velocities v′ of interest.
In real scenarios due to the low SCR and to the possible

presence of several strong static scatterers, the SAR ambiguity
function for the moving targets of interest may be completely
dominated by the clutter ambiguity signature. Moreover,
the targets signature in the Fourier domain may partially,
or fully, overlap with that from the clutter, depending on
the direction of interest. Therefore, we use here a technique
presented in [18] designated as digital spotlight. This process
consists of focusing the target area with static ground
parameters and cropping the region of interest. Although the
moving targets will appear defocused, they span a region that
is typically much smaller than the total illuminated scene.
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This way we reduce the contribution from most of the clutter
and moving targets sufficiently apart from the region under
study. The signature of the digitally spotlighted region is then
resynthesized back to the desired domain as explained in [10]
in order to apply the DMTI.

Range resolution is a measure of the resolvability of the
targets in the range domain and will normally determine
whether targets moving in close proximity will be detected as
individual targets. The proposed scheme is able to detect the
correct number of targets if their velocities vm are sufficiently
apart in order to induce distinct peaks in (11). For this
to occur, the velocity differences should be greater than
the reciprocal of the digital spotlight region dimensions.
Otherwise, if there are several targets with similar velocities
and directions inside the same resolution cell, they will not
be resolved and will be detected as a single target.

3.2. Computational Complexity. The computational com-
plexity of the DMTI is now evaluated by using a strategy
similar to that presented in [19, Chapter 12]. The approach
consists in estimating the number of complex operations
(Cops) for each major step of the algorithm. A complex op-
eration is defined as one radix-2 FFT butterfly, which consists
of ten floating point operations (four floating point multi-
plications and six floating point additions). An equal cost for
multiplications and additions is assumed. Accordingly to [19,
Chapter 12.2] and [20, Chapter 15], the following Cops are
accounted:

(i) FFT of size N: Cfft ≈ N/2log2N [Cops];

(ii) 2D FFT with dimension of Nx by Ny : Cfft2 ≈ NxNy/
5log2NxNy [Cops];

(iii) complex multiplication: Cm ≈ 1 [Cops];

(iv) complex-by-real multiplication: Cmr ≈ 0.5 [Cops];

(v) 2D linear interpolation with size of Nx by Ny : Cp ≈
2NxNy [Cops].

The number of Cops, just accounted, slightly overestimates
the total number of operations for a given algorithm. This
overestimation provides a margin for unaccounted machine
cycles used in operations such as array index generation and
memory access.

The DMTI algorithm requires the following main steps:

(a) one run of the wavefront reconstruction algorithm
to image the target area with Nx (slant-range) by Ny

(cross-range) samples;

(b) for each region where moving targets may be present:

(b1) digitally spotlight the region with size Nsx

(slant-range) by Nsy (cross-range) and resyn-
thesize its signature to the (ω,u) domain;

(b2) obtain reference signal sm(ω,u), from the resyn-
thesized signature, for a fixed ω;

(b3) for a range of velocities v and angles θ of
interest, compute (6), (7), (8), and (11).
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Figure 3: Monte Carlo results as a function of the SCR. The DMTI
strategy outperforms the classical MTI by approximately 2 dB.

Summing the number of Cops associated to each main
step of the algorithm results in

C ≈ N
(

2
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(12)

where N ≡ Nx ×Ny and Ns ≡ Nsx ×Nsy ; symbol Nr denotes
the number of regions where moving targets may be present,
and Nθ and Nv denote the number of discrete values for the
search in θ and v (step (b3)), respectively. To obtain a simpler
expression, it was considered that Nx = Ny and Nsx = Nsy .

As a numerical example, consider a target area of size
N = 1024 × 1024 pixels, containing Nr = 20 regions where
moving targets may be present. Consider also there is a single
direction θ of interest and that each digitally spotlighted
region size is Ns = 100 × 100 pixels that Nv = 100. In
this situation, the algorithm requires, approximately, 12.5
millions of Cops, which is accomplished in less than half a
second in a current desktop computer with a processor speed
of 2 GHz.

3.3. Monte Carlo Results. The proposed strategy is now com-
pared with the classical approach. Figure 3 plots the standard
deviation of the velocity obtained by Monte Carlo estimation
for 20 experiments. The accuracy gain of the novel ambiguity
function over the classical MTI is clear. Besides being able
to filter out unwanted targets, and under the same SCR, the
DMTI outperforms the classical approach by approximately
2 dB. This improvement is mainly due to the filtering
performed by the term related with the antenna pattern in
(9).
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Table 1: Moving target parameters.

Target Velocity (m/s) Direction (◦)

1 5 −86

2 5 −86

3 10 94

4 10 94

5 12 90

6 8 90

Table 2: Mission parameters used in simulation.

Parameter Value

Carrier frequency 9.6 GHz

Chirp bandwidth 250 MHz

Altitude 12 km

Velocity 637 km/h

Look angle 15◦

Antenna radiation pattern Raised Cosine

4. Estimation Results

The scheme proposed in the previous section is now tested
with synthetic and real data. The synthetic data uses six
moving targets with motion parameters such that the
directional selectivity of the DMTI can be illustrated. The
experiments with real data use clutter and targets from the
Moving and Stationary Target Acquisition and Recognition
(MSTAR) public collection [21]. The clutter is a scene
from Hunstville-Alabama, and the targets are five ZIL-131
cargo trucks with simulated movement. With the goal of
illustrating the accuracy gain of the DMTI over the classical
MTI, Monte Carlo results are also presented.

4.1. Synthetic Data. The simulated scene contains six moving
targets with motion parameters presented in Table 1. The
signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) for each moving target is 20 dB.
Notice that the definition of SCR herein used corresponds
to the ratio between the peak (squared magnitude) of the
correctly focused moving target and the covariance of the
background. Moving targets 1 to 4 are all moving on the
same road. However, targets 1 and 2 move in the opposite
direction of targets 3 and 4. To illustrate the DMTI selectivity
with respect to a direction of interest, targets 5 and 6 move in
a road next to the first, but with a direction difference of 4◦.
This scenario is illustrated in Figure 4.

The misson parameters used in the simulation are pre-
sented in Table 2.

Figure 5 illustrates the obtained results using the pro-
posed DMTI using θ = −86◦ as the direction of interest. As
can be seen, only two maximums are clearly visible, which
correspond to targets 1 and 2. The estimated velocities are
4.4 m/s for target 1 and 4.8 m/s for target 2. The remaining
moving targets do not produce energy concentration peaks,
as expected.

Figure 6 shows the obtained results using θ = 94◦ as
the direction of interest. The two maximums correspond
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Figure 4: Simulation scenario.
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Figure 5: DMTI results for θ = −86◦.

to targets 3 and 4. The estimated velocities are 10.1 m/s
and 9.6 m/s, for target 3 and target 4, respectively. This
figure also presents two other potential contributions, which
correspond to targets 5 and 6 since they have a very small
direction difference of 4◦. However, their contribution is
attenuated and spreaded due to the filtering performed by the
antenna pattern in (9). These results illustrate the direction
selectivity of the proposed DMTI.

4.2. MSTAR Data. The proposed scheme is now applied to
data supplied by the US Air Force Research Laboratory, from
the Moving and Stationary Target Acquisition and Recogni-
tion (MSTAR) program [21]. The experiment uses clutter
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from Huntsville-Alabama and five ZIL-131 with simulated
movement. Figure 7 shows the optical and X-band images of
the considered targets. To obtain a smaller dataset, a low-pass
filtering to the original data and a decimation by a factor of
4 was applied in both directions. The mission parameters are
listed in Table 2.

The moving target parameters are presented in Table 3.
Target 5 is stationary, being used as reference target. The SCR
is roughly set to 20 dB.

The resulting data was focused using the wavefront
reconstruction algorithm with static ground parameters.
The obtained image is presented in Figure 8, where moving
targets 3 and 4 appear defocused and misplaced. Targets 1
and 2 are mainly misplaced, as expected.

The area used to apply the DMTI contains, intentionally,
the signature of all 5 targets. Using the DMTI with θ = −86◦,
we were able to detect and estimate the velocity only for those
targets moving in the desired direction. As expected, only
targets 3 and 4 are detected. The DMTI is able to filter out the
remaining targets. The velocity estimation presents an error
of 1.54 m/s and 2.37 m/s, respectively, which are acceptable
results. One should note, however, that in real situations
the accuracy is expected to be lower since the estimation
algorithm assumes that the moving target does not contain
acceleration, pitch, or roll.

5. Conclusion

This paper presented a novel moving target indicator, which
is selective with respect to a direction of interest. This
selectivity may be useful for traffic monitoring in civil
environments where the target area contains, simultaneously,
traffic moving in several different directions, besides that of
interest. It is shown that the amplitude modulation term due
to the antenna pattern contains information, which can be
related to the target direction. This information is used to
filter out the undesired targets. The resulting SAR ambiguity

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Visible (a) and X-band (b) images of ZIL-131 cargo truck.
Data from MSTAR data public collection.

Table 3: ZIL 131 motion parameters.

Target x0 (m) y0 (m) Velocity (m/s) Direction (◦)

1 90 279 5 10

2 110 282 5 10

3 75 245 40 −86

4 82 215 40 −86

5 55 275 0 N.A.

function is herein designated as directional moving target
indication (DMTI). An expression for the computational
requirements of the global scheme was derived. It was shown
that the requirements for realistic scenarios can be efficiently
tackled. The methodology was tested using a combination of
simulated and real data. The experiments used simulated and
real data from the MSTAR public collection. With the goal of
illustrating the accuracy gain of the DMTI over the classical
MTI, Monte Carlo simulations were also presented. The
obtained results show that the developed MTI, besides being
selective, obtains more accurate results than those obtained
by the classical method. The accuracy gain is mainly due to
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the filtering performed by the term related with the antenna
pattern.

Provided that the SCR is better than 10 dB, the proposed
scheme is able to accurately detect and estimate the velocity
of the targets traveling in a predefined direction, filtering out
the contribution from the remaining targets. Furthermore, it
has low computational requirements and can be used with
single channel SAR data.
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